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1. INTRODUCTION 
IT HAS been known for more than 15 years that an oriented smooth 4-manifold embeds 
smoothly in R6 if and only if it is spin and of signature zero Cl]. An elementary proof of this 
theorem is due to Ruberman [ll], In the nonorientable case, however, to the best of our 
knowledge, the analogous embedding problem in R6 is still open. Moreover, the methods of 
[l, 111 do not work in the nonorientable case. In this paper, we will investigate when 
a nonorientable 4-manifold embeds and stably embeds into R6 both in topological and 
smooth category. As usual, we say a closed nonorientable 4-manifold M embeds tably into 
R6 if there is an integer k so that M # kS2 x S2 embeds in R6. 
Our main results are 
THEOREM 1.1. Let M be a nonorientable smooth (topological) closed 4-manifold. Then 
M # M embeds smoothly (EocallyJIat) into R6 ifand only ifthe second Stiefel-Whitney class of 
the normal bundle vanishes; i.e. W2(M) = 0. 
Let M be a nonorientable smooth (topological) closed 4-manifold with ti2(M) = 0, and 
f: M -+ Bn be the classifying map of the universal cover of M, where n = x,(M) is the 
fundamental group of M. Let w E H’(Bq Z,) correspond to the first Stiefel-Whitney class 
of M; w induces a nonorientable line bundle y over Bn. Denote by [M, s, f] E RS,P’“(Bn, w) 
the twisted bordism class with the spin structure s on v(M) -f*y; where v(M) is the stable 
normal bundle of M. Note that v(M) -f*y is a stably trivial bundle. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let M be a nonorientable smooth (topological) closed 4-manifold with 
W2(M) = 0. If the bordism class [M, s,f ] E Ry’“(Bq w) is divisible by 2 for some spin 
structure s, then M embeds stably into R6 smoothly (1ocallyJEat). 
Note that if a topological closed 4-manifold M embeds in R6 locally flat, then M has 
a normal bundle classified by a map M + BTop(2) which can be lifted to BO(2) [7], thus the 
Kirby-Siebenmann invariant ks(M) of M is zero. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let M be a nonorientable smooth (topological) closed 4-manifold with 
W2(M) = 0 (and ks(M) = 0). Then M embeds stably into R6 smoothly (locallyjut) ifone of the 
following conditions is fulfilled: 
(i) HI(M,A) g (Z,)+ for some n, where A = Z[Z,] with the generator of Zz given by 
wl (M). 
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(ii) The commutator [rt, x] is-finitely generated and perfect, where 71 = z,(M). 
(iii) n,(M) is a product of an odd order group and an abelian group. 
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is along the following lines: first we prove that the embedding 
property in R6 of a nonorientable 4-manifold M can be extended to manifolds which are Pin 
homology h-cobordant to M. Secondly, we study when two 4-manifolds are stably Pin 
homology h-cobordant. Finally, we prove that a nonorientable 4-manifold M embeds 
stably into R6 if the twisted spin bordism class [M,s, fj E R~“(Bz, w) is represented by 
a submanifold of R6 with nonzero normal section (i.e. the normal bundle has a nonzero 
section). Then the proof reduces to certain questions of bordism theory. 
Generally, we make the following conjecture 
CONJECTURE 1.4. A nonorientable closed smooth (topological) 4-manifold M embeds into 
R6 smoothly (locally jut) if and only if W2(M) = 0 (and ks(M) = 0). 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we give the proof of Theorem 
1.1. In Section 3, we consider the property of embedding under the homology h-cobordism 
relation. In Section 4, we investigate when two nonorientable 4-manifolds are stably 
homology h-cobordant. In Section 5, we give the proof of Corollary 1.2 and Theorem 1.3. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
It is well known that W2(M # M) = 0 if M # M is a submanifold of R6 both in 
topological and smooth cases, thus wz(M) = 0. Now we want to show the sufficiency. 
Let v be the nonorientable line bundle over M with first Stiefel-Whitney class tit(M). 
Since W2(M) = 0, it follows that v 0 z(M) is a trivial bundle since all Stiefel-Whitney classes 
and Pontryagin classes vanish [2]. Let E be the trivial line bundle over M, V, = 
D((v @ E)IM_intn4) be the disc bundle of v @ E over M - intD4. p : I’, + M - intD4 the 
projection, and note that 8v0 = (S(v 0 E) - intD4 x S’)lJ,S3 x D2, and nl(avO) z r~i(T/~) g 
nl(M - intD4) z z,(M). Now let al, . . . , CQ E x1 (aVo) be a presentation of the group. Then 
ai, ... 1 ak can be represented by embedded l-spheres in ave. By the argument [6] one can 
make choice of the framings to glue a-handles D2 x D4 by CI~, . . . ,tlk along aI’, so as to 
obtain a 6-manifold T/i with the boundary a spin manifold. Up to homotopy, 
T/i N V0 Uor( Vi e2); where c1= CQ V ... V~(~.Noterri(1/,)=0,rri(8V~)=Oandwehavethe 
exact sequence 
H2(81/i) + H,(I/,) + H2(T/i, aI’,) z H4(1/,) E H4(M - intD4) = 0, 
Let $2 : V:S” + al/, be 1 embedded spheres representing a basis of rr2(V1) g H2(T/i). As al/i 
is spin, we can attach 3-handles along aI’, by 42 and we get V,, V, z I’i u+,(V: e3). Thus 
I’2 is 2-connected, 8T/2 is l-connected. 
Now we are going to prove rkH3(V2) = rkH3(W2). Some immediate relations are 
rkH3(V2) = rkH3(V1) + I- rkH2(V1) 
rkH3(V1) = rkH3(M - pt) = rkH3(M) + 1 = /I3 + 1 
rkH2(V1) = k + rkH’(M) - rkH’(M) = k + b2 - PI. 
Thus rkH3(1/,) = (/I3 + 1) f I- (k + p2 - PI) = (/I3 + PI - fi2) + (1 + 1 - k). Note 
aI’iU,,(Vfe”) N dD(v @&)lJ,(VFe2); both are the trace of the surgeries. Thus 
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H2(W1) E ~~(~V*U~(V~e’)). By the ladder of the exact sequences 
0 --+ H2(i3V0) + H2(W0Uu,(vfe2)) -+ Zk -+ H,(W,) -+ 0 
J 1 I 1 
0 --) H2(V0) --+ H2(V0U,(V:e2)) -+ Zk -+ HI + 0 
we get rkH,(dV,) - rkH,(V,) = rkH2(8Vo) - rkH2(Vo); i.e. 
~~~zW’/l) = (k + P2 - PI) + 1 + i32 + A(% Z-) - P2 = (k + 1 + P2 - A) + P3. 
As aV2 is got from 8V, by I-times surgeries and by the folIowing exact sequence we have 
0 -+ H,(V,) + H2(VJ --f Zk -+ H,(V,) + 0 
J= Jz 
.@ @ torH,(M) Zal @ torsion 
Thus H,(V,) z Z(k-pl)+P1 @ torH2(M). 
Notice we have done surgeries I-times in dVI to kill H2(V1). Thus 1 = (k - PI) + f12 + j; 
wherej is the number of surgeries killing the torsion subgroup of H2(WI). (Note H,(Vo) is 
a direct summand of H2(dVo)). Thus 
rkH2(W2) = rk~~(~V~) - (k - PI) - p2 +j 
= (k + 1 + BZ - PI) + PS - (k - 81) - BZ + j 
=l+&+j 
rk@(T/,) = (PJ - BI - P2) + (1 - k) + (k - PI) + P2 +j 
= 1 +&+j. 
Thus rkH3(V2) = rkH3(dV2). By duality theorem and the exact sequence 
H&V,) -+H3(V2) + H,(V,, dV2) -+ H2W2) + 0 
it follows that H2(W2) is torsion free and H3(W2) -+ Hs(V2) is an epimorphism. Note i?VZ 
and V, are both spin manifolds, and both H2(W2) and H3(V2) are torsion free. Thus it 
follows that V2 is di~eomorphic to KS3 x D3 with 8V, = #S3 x S2 [13] and it is a submani- 
fold of R6. Therefore we get an embedding of M - intD4 in R6 and its normal bundle has 
a nonzero section, thus (M - intD4) x [0, l] embeds in R6 too. Note its boundary is M # M. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
3. HOMOLOGY h-COBORDISM AND EMBEDDINGS IN R6 
Recall that two closed 4-manifolds M and N are called homology h-cobordant if there is 
a compact 5-manifold V with boundary M u N so that H4( V, M) = 0 and H4( V, N) = 0 for 
each positive integer 4 E N. In this section we will investigate the following question: 
if M and N are two nono~entable homology h-cobordant 4-manifolds with 
G2(M) = I.&(N) = 0, does M embed into R6 with a nonzero normal section if N does? 
Our main result is 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let M and N be two homology h-cobordant 4-manifolds with 
G,(M) = w2(N) = 0 and let N be a submanifold of R6 with a nonzero normal section. Then 
M embeds into R6 with a nonzero normal section. 
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Before giving the proof, we first sketch the idea of the proof. Let C = S6 - intD(v 0 E) be 
the complement of the normal tubular neighborhood of N in S6, V be a homology 
h-cobordism between M and N, v be the nonorientable line bundle over V, X = 
(D(v @ E)I~) UC>, S(v 0 E) lJe, C, then try to surger X to become S6 away from D(v @ E)I~. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let X be as above. It is easy to verify that X is in fact 
a homology sphere. Let Xz = S(v 0 E) lJd2C, by Van-Kampen’s theorem, we have a push- 
out diagram 
Hence xi(X) can be represented by some embedded l-spheres Xa. After applying surgery to 
X in Xz by using these l-spheres with correct framings, we get Y, Y’ which are the resulting 
manifolds of the surgeries on X and Xz, respectively. They are both l-connected and spin, 
the inclusion H,(Y’) + H,(Y) is surjective, H,(Y) g H2(X u, Ute’) r Zk is torsion free, 
and Ha(Y) = 0. Now using surgeries on 2-spheres to kill H2 (Y) in the interior of Y ‘, we get 
S6 with M as a submanifold which has normal bundle v @ E. q 
Remark. By using the same idea, one can investigate, for a nonorientable 4-manifold M, 
which elements of H’(M, Z_) can be realized as the twisted Euler class of the normal bundle 
of an embedding in R6. This is the analog problem of classical Whitney conjecture [lo] 
about the normal Euler numbers of nonorientable surfaces in R4. It is easy to show that, for 
example, every element of H2(S2 x RP* # kS2 x S2; Z_) can become the twisted Euler class 
of the normal bundles of some embeddings S2 x RP2 # kS2 x S2 in R6 by using this idea. 
4. WHEN TWO CMANIFOLDS ARE HOMOLOGY h-COBORDANT? 
In this section, we will study when two 4-manifolds are stable homology h-cobordant. 
Our results are 
THEOREM 4.1. Let M be a nonorientable closed Pin 4-manifold (i.e. G*(M) = 0). Then 
there is an integer k so that M # kS2 x S2 is Pin homology h-cobordant to a closed 4-manifold 
N with x,(N) abelian if one of the following conditions is fulfilled: 
(1) [q 7~1 is jnitely generated and perfect, where 71 = n,(M). 
(2) H1(M, A) g (Z,), for some n E Z (Z, = Z), A = Z[Z,] is as Theorem 1.3. 
Proof: Let I be the index set of a finite presentation of [n, n]. Represent every CI E I by an 
embedded l-sphere in M, and make Pin surgeries on M by CI. Let Vi be the trace of all these 
surgeries and N be the resulting manifold. Note aV, = M u N and xl(N) is abelian. Let M 
be the orientable cover of M, and no = nl(M’). Under the above condition, it is easy to 
show that [q n] = [no, x0] and hence for every c( E I, the lifting CI’ of a is homologically zero 
in M’. Thus the inclusion M --f VI induces isomorphisms H,(M) + H1(V1); 
H,(M, A) + H,(V,, A) and H,(V,, A) -+ H,(V,, M; A) g Ak is surjective, where k = 111. 
Note H2(V,, N, A) = 0. 
Let V = V,hkD3 x S2 along the boundary M, then dV = M # kS2 x S2 u N, and 
H2(V,M#kS2xS2)=ZZk%H2(V,N); H2(V,M#kS2xS2;A)~Ak~H2(V,N;A). 
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Now we want to do surgeries in I/ to kill these relative homology groups. First note that, 
for each primitive element x E H,( I/, M # kS2 x S2; A) z H2( VI, M; A) g Ak, there is an 
a E H2 ( VI, A) so that its image in H2( I/, M # kS2 x S2; A) is x and its image in If2 (I/, N; A) 
is zero. If condition (2) is fulfilled, then by Hopf exact sequence it follows that GI is spherical 
and thus it can be represented by an embedded sphere in V. If the condition (1) is fulfilled, 
we refer to the Quillen plus construction [9] to see that each element of H2(V1, M; A) can 
be represented by a spherical class of H2(V1, A). Now we modify a so that its image in 
H,(V, N; A) is primitive too. Inductively we get a series of elements al, . . , tlk E H2(V, A) 
which are represented by embedded spheres in V and whose images in 
H2(V, M # kS2 x S2; A) and H,(V, N; A) are the bases. 
Doing surgeries in int V by using o! 1, . . . , 6%k we get a homology h-cobordism as required. 
cl 
Remark. From the proof we know that, in fact k = min{generators of [n, n]; 7~ = 
nl(M)}. We would like to remark that by the Theorem ll.lA of [3] it follows that if n is 
a good group in Freedman’s ense and [rc, X] is perfect, Theorem 4.1 holds true unstably in 
the topological category. 
5. BORDISM AND EMBEDDINGS OF NONORIENTABLE 4-MANIFOLDS IN R6 
M. Kreck’s theory [8] implies that the stable diffeomorphism type of a closed 
4-manifold depends only on certain bordism class. In this section, I will prove that certain 
surgeries along circles in a submanifold of R6 can be made ambiently in R6. Combining this 
with Kreck’s theory it follows that the embedding property propagates to the manifolds 
bordant to a submanifold of R6. Then by certain computations of bordism groups we give 
the proof of Corollary 1.2 and Theorem 1.3. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let M be a nonorientable closed 4-dimensional submanifold (in Top or 
Smooth categories) of R6 (with a nonzero normal section) and let a be an embedded circle in 
M with trivial normal bundle. Then the resulting manifold M’ obtained by a surgery on 
M along a with certain framing embeds into R6 (with nonzero normal section). Moreover, 
M and M’ are Pin cobordant. 
Proof: Let I/ be the complement of the open tubular neighborhood of M in S6. Note aT/ 
is a circle bundle over M. It is easy to show that H,(I/) g Z2 and Ifi + H,(V) is 
surjective. By surgeries in intV we can get a homologically equivalent 6-manifold I/’ with 
d I/’ = aV and n1 (V’) E Z2 which is also the complement of an embedding of M in R6. Thus 
without loss of generality we can assume that x1(V) E Z2. Let c( : S’ x D3 + M be a framed 
embedding extending the circle CI in M. Noting the restriction of the normal bundle of M in 
S6 on a(S’ x D3) is trivial, we can then get a lifting of c( to a’ : S’ x D3 + S(v) = aV, which is 
null homotopic in I/. Extend or’(S’) to a proper embedded disc D2 in I/. Note that the 
obstruction to extend the 3-framing over S’ to D2 lies in 7c,(V,,,) g 7ri(SO(4)). Here V,,, is 
the Stiefel manifold of 3-framings in 4-space, which can become zero by modifying the 
framing by a twist of an element of 7r1(SO(3)). Hence we can do surgery ambiently in S6 to 
get a resulting manifold M’. It is Pin because it is a submanifold of S6, and the trace is a Pin 
cobordism between M and M’. Note that if M has a nonzero normal section, in fact we get 
an embedding of the trace of the surgery, since the normal bundle of the resulting manifold 
in the trace is a trivial bundle. Thus it has a nonzero normal section. This proves 
the lemma. 0 
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Let M be a nonorientable closed 4-manifold, @z(M) = 0, rt = x,(M), andf: M -+ Bn be 
the classifying map of the universal cover of M. Let w E H’(Brr, Z,) correspond to wI(M), 
w gives a nonorientable line bundle y over BR. By using M. Kreck’s theory [S] one can 
deduce the following: 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let M be a nonorientable closed 4-manifold, G,(M) = 0, 71 = n,(M). 
Then M embeds stably into R6 if[M, s, f ] E Ry’“(Brt, w) can be represented by a submanifold 
of R6. 
Now the proof of Corollary 1.2 follows by using Theorem 1.1 and the above corollary. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let M be a nonorientable closed smooth (topological) 4-manifold, 
C,(M) = 0, K = n,(M) is an extension of Z2 by a cyclic group (i.e. (1) + Z, + n + Zz + {l} 
for some q, Z0 = Z). Then M embeds into R6 smoothly (locally jut). 
Proof Do one surgery in M to kill the image of Z, in x1(M). We get a 4-manifold with 
fundamental group Z2. Recall [S] that a nonorientable 4-manifold with nr(N) g Zz and 
w,(N) = 0 is stably diffeomorphic (or topological homeomorphic) to S2 x RP2 # kS2 x S2, 
which is a submanifold of X, where X is the sphere bundle S(y 0 3s), where y is the Hopf line 
bundle over RP2. It is easy to check that one complement I’ of X in S6 is contractible. Thus 
M can be obtained from S2 x RP2# kS2 x S2 by one surgery on a framed embedded 
2-sphere CI. Let c(: S2 x D3 + S2 x RP2 # kS2 x S2 c X be the framed embedding. By [4] 
a(S2 x pt) can be extended to a proper embedded disc in V which intersects with X in 
a(S2 x pt). As n2(S0(3)) = 0, we can extend the a(S2 x 0’) to a proper 3-handle D3 x D2. 
Thus by using once ambient surgery in V we get an embedding of M in R6. This completes 
the proof. 0 
THEOREM 5.4. Let M be a nonorientable closed smooth (topological) 4-manifold, 
C,(M) = 0 (and ks(M) = 0), 71 = x1(M) is abelian. Then M embeds stably and smoothly 
(locally pat) into R6 with a nonzero normal section smoothly (locallyf7at). 
By Corollary 5.2, we need only to prove that each bordism class of CIyin(Bn, w) can be 
represented by a submanifold of R6 with a nonzero normal section for rc abelian. Now we 
first prove the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let it = Zk x Z2iI x ... x Z2i_. Let w E H l(B7t, Z,) factor through the first 
BZ. Then every class of Ry(Bn, w) can be represented by a submanifold of R6 with a nonzero 
normal section. 
Proof: We prove it by induction of k + m. 
RS,p’“(Bn, w) g RTi”(RP2A(B~0)+) 2 Qyi”(RP2 A BQ) @ Qss,i”(RP’) 
where n,-, = Zk- ’ x Z2i, x .. x Z2’_. It is clear that we need only to prove the lemma in the 
cases of k + m < 5. 
(i) m = 0, k = 1. By lemma 5.3 we have the conclusion. 
(ii) k + m = 2. By (i) we need only to consider the direct summand of Q~“(B~, w) 
isomorphic to R~‘“(RP2 A B7t0) which is Qyi” (RP2 AS’) or RS,p’“(RP2 A BZ2i) by m = 0 or 
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1. The first one is isomorphic to Z2, generated by pz x p3 : K x T2 + S’ x S’, where K de- 
notes the Klein bottle; T2 denotes the torus; pi (i = 2,3) is the bundle projections, and both 
of the fibers of p2 and p3 with nontrivial Spin structures. 
By AHSS and the exact sequence of the cofibration DZ2& + RP2 A BZ2i + C2 BZzt it 
follows that RS,p’“(RP’ A BZ2i) z Z4 for i 2 2 and Z2 for i = 1. This corresponds to E:, 1 
(which equals 0 if i = 1) and E:,2 terms in the AHSS (here we used the fact of 
zi~i”(BZ2i) = 0 and R~‘“(BZ2i) cyclic). 
Let X be as in the proof of Proposition 5.3, X2’ be the associated bundle of X with fiber 
L25 the Lens space, and p : X2’ --+ RP2 the projection. Let z E H’(X2i; Z,i) be an element 
pulled back to the fibre giving a generator of H’(L2i; Z,i) (since the bundle has a section, 
z does exist). This gives a map c(p x z): X2! + RP2 x BZzl + RP2 A BZ2i, where c is the 
collapse map, which induces epimorphisms of E:, 1 and E:,2 terms in the AHSS. Thus it 
represents the generator of @““(RP2 A BZ21), and the corresponding direct summand of 
Ry”(Bx, w) is generated by the codimension 1 submanifold with restriction map 
X2’,s~ + S’ x BZ2’. Note X2iIs~ is a L2, bundle over S’, do one surgery to kill the image of 
rcl(LzL) in rc1(X2’ls1) we get Xlsl #?S2 x S2, by the same reasoning as in Proposition 5.3 it 
follows that it is a submanifold of R6 with nonzero section. 
(iii) k + m = 3. If m = 0, note that QFin (x2 RP’) g R$‘i”(RP2) z Z4 generated by 
p’ : RP3 # RP3 + RP2 the bundle projection. Thus the corresponding direct summand of 
t2Ti”(BZ3, w) is generated by id x p2 : T2 x K + T ’ x S’ and others are as (ii). 
If m = 1, by induction we need only to consider the direct summand isomorphic to 
C@““(C RP2 A BZzx) E fiT’“(RP’ A BZzt). A Leray Serre S. S. argument shows that it is an 
order 4 group corresponding to the terms Es,2 = H2(RP2; fiyi”(BZzt)) and E:,3 = 
Hl(RP2; fiy”(BZzt)), and 
c o inch: L2: x S’ + BZzl x RP2 -+ BZ2: A RP2 
represents Et,3 g Hl(RP2; @““(BZ,i)) term and its Ei,2 term is zero. 
c 0 (inch x p’): S’ x (RP3 # RP3) -+ BZzt x RP2 + BZ2i A RP2 
represents the Ef,2 term and its E :,3 term is zero, where the fibre of p’ has a nontrivial spin 
structure. Thus the above group is isomorphic to Z2 0 Z2. The corresponding enerator of 
@““(Bx, w) are S’ x L2i and K x T ‘, respectively. 
If m = 2, by induction we only need to consider the generators corresponding to the 
direct summand R~‘“(RP2 A BZ24 A BZ,G). For the sake of simplicity, we consider only the 
case of il 2 2 and i2 3 2. Other cases are similar. It is easy to see that in the AHSS, 
E:,2 % Z2, and E:,, g Z2 and 
E;,. ,z Hl(RP2) 0 H4(BZ2+ A BZ25) 0 tor(Hl(RP2); 
tor(H1(BZ2i,); H,(BZ,i,))) r Z: 
c( p’ x inch) : (RP3 # RP3) x S’ x S’ + RP2 x BZ2&, x BZ2+ + RP2 A BZ2t, A BZ2s 
which represents the image of Sz, Spin(C2 RP’) by inclusion in the above group, and corres- 
ponds to the terms E:,2 g Zz and Ez,, tz Z2. 
On the other hand, note that 
c(inclu): S’ x L2tm x S’ + RP2 x BZ2i, x BZ2i, + RP2 A BZzg, A BZ2iJ 
c(inclu): S’ x S’ x L2fz -+ RP2 x BZ2i, x BZ2gz + RP2 A BZ2tl A BZzs 
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represent he generators of H1(RP2) 0 H4(BZ2i, A BZ2+). Suppose that ii 3 i2, it is easy to 
see that 
#I = c 0 in& 0 diag : L2’> x BZ21, + BZz18 -+ BZ2i, x BZzC> -+ BZ24 A BZz12 
represents the generator of H3(BZ2,, A BZ2is) g Zz12; By the Leray-Hirsch theorem [12] it 
follows that 
p x qqz) : X2’ + RP2 x BZ2’, x BZ21, + RP2 A BZ24 A BZ2a, 
represents the term tor(H1(RP2); tor(H1(BZ2:,); H,(BZ,i*))), where the notation is as before. 
Thus the generators of Ry”(Bq w) are K x T 2, Lzi, x S’, S’ x L2i, and X2+ts1 with maps 
given by restricting to the codimension 1 submanifolds. All of them embed in R6 with 
nonzero normal section. 
(iv) k + m = 4. As before we only need to worry about the direct summand of 
Qyi”(Bx, w) corresponding to SZy”(RP2 A BZzi, A BZ2i, A BZzl,). Note its generators are 
c(const x in&): T 5 = S’ x T4 + RP2 x BZ21, x BZ2!, x BZzl, 
+ RP2 A BZ2i, A BZ2i, A BZ2t, 
c(f x inclu): M3 x S’ x S’ + RP2 x BZ2c, x BZ2i, x BZ2!, 
+ RP2 A BZ2c, A BZ2i2 A BZ2i3 
c(inclu x g x inclu): S’ x Q3 x S’ + RP2 x BZ2., x BZ21, x BZzI, 
+ RP2 A BZ21, A BZ2i, A BZ2i, 
c(inclu x h): S’ x S1 x N3 -+ RP2 x BZ2i, x BZ21, x BZ23, 
-+ RP2 A BZ2t, A BZ2s A BZ2i3 
where f :M3 -+ RP2 A BZzl, is a singular spin 3-manifold representing the generator of 
H3(RP2 A BZ211) r Z2; g : Q3 + BZ24 A BZ2i, is a singular spin 3-manifold representing the 
generator of H3(BZ21, A BZ2s) and h: N3 + BZ2i, A BZ2i, is a singular spin 3-manifold 
representing the generator of H3(BZ2i2 A BZ24). Thus the generators of Ry’“(Bx, w) are T 4; 
T2 x F2; Q3 x S’ and S’ x N3 with certain maps; where F2 is a nonorientable surface. All of 
them are submanifolds of R6 with nonzero normal section. 
(v) k + m = 5. Note @““(RP2 A BZ2iI A BZ21x A BZ2i, A BZ2i4) g Z2. It is easy to see 
that the corresponding generator of Ry(Bn, w) is T4 by inclusion, which is again 
a submanifold of with nonzero normal section. This completes the proof. cl 
LEMMA 5.6. Let II = Zk x Z2! x Z2i, x ... x Zzl. and let w E H’(Bn, Z,) be given by the 
generator of H’(BZ2i; Z,), i 2 1. Then every class of SZy”(Bq w) can be represented by 
a submanifold of R6 with a nonzero normal section. 
ProoJ For simplicity, we consider only the case of i = 1, other case are similar. 
As before C2S,P’“(Bq w) g S1S,P’“(My A (Bq,)+) g f2Sspi”(BZ2 A Bn,,), where rr,, = Zk x 
Z2’? x ... XZ& y is the Hopf line bundle over BZ2. By Proposition 5.3 we need only to 
consider the generators of Qyi” (Bq w) corresponding to the direct summands of 
sZspi”(BZ2 A Bq,) of the smash product of more than two factors, i.e. 
Q2S,p’“(BZ2 A BZ2i, A BZ2i2); Ry”(BZ2 A BZ2i, A BZ2i2 A BZ24); . . . 
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CLAIM: RF’“(BZ2 A BZp A BZ2g2) g Zi @ Z8 0 Zp 0 Zyz and the last term corres- 
ponds to E:,,, E:,, and a direct summand of E:,O in the AHSS. 
Now we only prove the claim while il 2 3 and i2 2 3. Other cases are similar. Note the 
Leray-Serre S.S. has only three nonzero terms as follows, 
HZ(BZz~, A BZ2i>; fiF’“(BZ,)) g Z8 @ Z2f, @ Z2iz 
H3(BZza, A BZ,i>; fiyi”(BZ,)) r Z; 
H4(BZ21, A BZ2a,; fis”i”(BZ,)) z Z; 
and H3(BZzi, A BZa12; fiy”(BZ,)) s’ Z: d oes not survive in E3-term because here the 
differential dz is dual to Sq’ just like in the AHSS. Now by comparing the orders of the 
group using AHSS the claim follows. 0 
Proof of Lemma 5.6 (conclusion). It is easy to see that 
c Oinclu : RP3 x S’ x S’ + BZ2 x BZz8, x BZp -+ BZz A BZzi, A BZp, 
represents the generator of Ryin(BZ2 A BZzt, A BZp) corresponds to 2s 0 Zzt, @ Z211, and 
the three generators of IRTi”(BZ2 A BZp, A BZp,) correspond to Z: are S’ x LzI, x S’, 
T 2 x L211 and X21, with certain maps (here i2 > iI). Hence the corresponding enerators of 
Ry’“(Bz, w) are given by RP2 x S’ x S’, L2’, x S’, S’ x L2cz and X2111s1. They are all submani- 
folds of R6 with normal section. 
The rest of the proof is completely like (iv) and (v) of the proof of Lemma 5.5. We omit 
the details. This completes our proof. 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.4. Let n = zl(M), IX = G x H, with G an odd order abelian group 
and H the product of free abelian group and some 2-cyclic groups. Note that 
Qyi”(Bx, w) g QSgPi” (My A (BG),), where y is the line bundle over BH with Stiefel-Whitney 
class corresponds to wI(M). Since H,(M,) is a 2-torsion group for q 6 5, by AHSS it follows 
that Qyin(My A BG) = 0. On the other hand, it is easy to see that there is an automorphism 
of H so that the induced automorphism of H’(BH; Z,) sends wl (y) to w as stated in Lemmas 
5.5 and 5.6. Thus the proof reduces to Lemma 5.5; lemma 5.6 and Corollary 5.2. 0 
Proofof Theorem 1.3. If the condition(i) or (ii) is fulfilled, then by Theorem 4.1 it follows 
that M is homological h-cobordant o a 4-manifold N with fundamental group abelian. In 
the case (i), which is an extension of Z2 by a cyclic group, Proposition 5.3 applies and thus 
N is a submanifold of R6 with a nonzero normal section. Then applying Proposition 3.1 the 
theorem follows. In case (ii), it follows from Theorem 5.4 and Proposition 3.1. In case (iii), 
likewise its proof is as the proof of Theorem 5.4. This completes the proof. 0 
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